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Language = 10
i.

ii.

Use any two words in your sentences.

2

1. Talented:

_________________________________________________________________.

2. Familiar:

_________________________________________________________________.

3. Suppose:

_________________________________________________________________.

Divide the vocabulary words into groups below.

1

Summer school, entertaining, perfectly, lessons, success, flawless
Noun

Adjectives

Adverbs

1.

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

3.

3.

3.

iii.

Add the correct question tag and punctuation.

1

1. The famous Soccer player doesn’t make three goals per game_______________________?
2. The famous Soccer player didn’t make three goals per game ________________________?
3. The famous Soccer player has made three goals per game ________________________?

iv.

Read the sentence in the past tense and change it to a sentence using (used to).

1

1. My aunt played the Voilin.
Ans:________________________________________________________________________________________
2. I study science every day.
Ans: ________________________________________________________________________________________
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V.

Write the meanings of these words.
Words

5
Meaning

1. bookworm
2. suppose
3. talented
4. perfect
5. active

Comprehension =10
1.

Read the following poem and answer the questions.

5

A mine is a hole in the earth; people dig mines to look for rocks such as coal. Some mines have tunnels that go deep
under the ground. A miner is a person who works in mine. A mine is a dangerous place. Miners wear special clothing to
keep safe. There are important safety rules in mines such as miners must be able to breathe fresh air. And strong beams
hold up the mine roof so that it will not fall on the miners.
These days coal mining is done by machines. After the coal is cut, it is taken out of the mine. Not all coal miners work
under the ground. The miners dig for coal that is close to the ground. First the soil is removed from the ground. Then,
the big machines scoop the coal out of the ground. At the power station, the crush coal is burnt. The burning coal heats
water and makes it boil. Boiling water make steam. The steam turns a generator. This makes electricity.
(i)

What is mine and where do the miners work?

(ii)

What are the safety rules of mines?

(iii)

What happens after the coal is cut?

(iv)

How does the electricity make the coal?

(v)

What is the modern tool of mining?

2.

Write the answers of any five Questions.
I.

What does Tom find for Harley?

II.

Why are Tom and Harley at the library at this time?

III.

Why does Tom like mystery?

IV.

Did Harley find what he wanted?

V.

Will the girls go to the arcade?

VI.

Who is good at playing the Piano?

VII.

Does Helen want to play the guitar?

5

Creative Response = 10
1.
2.

Write on the theme “All that glitter is not gold”.
Write a letter to discuss your birthday party with your friend.

(5)
(5)
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